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with great power, comes great responsibility 

IIII----Ching & The World of MetaphysicsChing & The World of MetaphysicsChing & The World of MetaphysicsChing & The World of Metaphysics    

陽宅大全陽宅大全陽宅大全陽宅大全----兌兌兌兌宅八門圖及宅八門圖及宅八門圖及宅八門圖及兌兌兌兌宅九宮圖宅九宮圖宅九宮圖宅九宮圖    
A) Eight Doors Diagram (from Ancient Yang Residential Scripture) 
Such technique and application is in relation with the 8 different directions or Guas 
together with the Yin and Yang as well as 5-elements theory. Nevertheless this does 
not take consideration of the vicinity topography. The important point is to preciously 
dictate the Mansion Gua direction that really matters. 

 

DUI MANSIONS 

    
1. 1. 1. 1. DuiDuiDuiDui Mansion with K Mansion with K Mansion with K Mansion with Kin Doorin Doorin Doorin Door    
Yang Metal庚, 247.5-262.5 degrees W1 

Roaster酉(Yin Metal),262.5-277.5 degrees W2 

Yin Metal辛, 277.5-292.5 degrees W3 

Kwan坤                      Dui兌           (Door) Kin乾 

 

 

  

Lei離                                                       Ham坎 

 

 

 

Shun巽                     Chan震                   Kan艮 

 
Analysis:Analysis:Analysis:Analysis:    
Dui mansion with Kin door is prone to have more female of male nevertheless 
this setting is not lacking wealth. 
 
2222. . . . DuiDuiDuiDui Mansion with  Mansion with  Mansion with  Mansion with HamHamHamHam Door Door Door Door    
Yang Metal庚, 247.5-262.5 degrees W1 

Roaster酉(Yin Metal),262.5-277.5 degrees W2 

Yin Metal辛, 277.5-292.5 degrees W3 

Kwan                        Dui                         Kin 

 

 

  

Lei                                              (Door) Ham 

 

 

 

Shun                        Chan                        Kan 
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Analysis:Analysis:Analysis:Analysis:    
Dui mansion with Ham door is creating grievances and disagreement and 
disgruntles family members.  
 
3333. . . . DuiDuiDuiDui Mansion with K Mansion with K Mansion with K Mansion with Kaaaan Doorn Doorn Doorn Door    
Yang Metal庚, 247.5-262.5 degrees W1 

Roaster酉(Yin Metal),262.5-277.5 degrees W2 

Yin Metal辛, 277.5-292.5 degrees W3 

Kwan                        Dui                  Kin 

 

 

  

Lei                                                          Ham 

 

 

 

Shun                        Chan              (Door) Kan 

    
Analysis:Analysis:Analysis:Analysis:    
Dui and Kan is the right match of Yin and Yang that create both wealth and 
health for family members. Such setting also resulted in fame. 
 
 
  
4444. . . . DuiDuiDuiDui Mansion with  Mansion with  Mansion with  Mansion with ChanChanChanChan Door Door Door Door    
Yang Metal庚, 247.5-262.5 degrees W1 

Roaster酉(Yin Metal),262.5-277.5 degrees W2 

Yin Metal辛, 277.5-292.5 degrees W3 

Kwan                        Dui                           Kin 

 

 

  

Lei                                                            Ham 

 

 

 

Shun                        Chan (Door)                Kan 

    
    
Analysis:Analysis:Analysis:Analysis:    
 
Dui mansion will be fighting against the Chan Wood and hurting the eldest son. 
That would be bad for the Wealth in long run.
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5555. . . . DuiDuiDuiDui Mansion with  Mansion with  Mansion with  Mansion with ShunShunShunShun Door Door Door Door    
Yang Metal庚, 247.5-262.5 degrees W1 

Roaster酉(Yin Metal),262.5-277.5 degrees W2 

Yin Metal辛, 277.5-292.5 degrees W3 

Kwan                        Dui                        Kin 

 

 

  

Lei                                                          Ham 

 

 

 

Shun (Door)               Chan                       Kan 

    
    
Analysis:Analysis:Analysis:Analysis:    
This setting is similar to the above that the Metal energy is destroying the 
Wood energy and hurting the eldest daughter. Such unwarranted situation 
would only create havoc to the site. 
 
  
6666. . . . KwanKwanKwanKwan Mansion with  Mansion with  Mansion with  Mansion with LeiLeiLeiLei Door Door Door Door    
Yang Metal庚, 247.5-262.5 degrees W1 

Roaster酉(Yin Metal),262.5-277.5 degrees W2 

Yin Metal辛, 277.5-292.5 degrees W3 

Kwan                        Dui                      Kin 

 

 

  

Lei (Door)                                                 Ham 

 

 

 

Shun                        Chan                        Kan 

    
    
Analysis:Analysis:Analysis:Analysis:    
Dui is being destructed by Fire and unfavorable for wife and sons. The 
outcomes of such setting would see the health in jeopardy and prone to fire 
accidents.  
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7777. . . . DuiDuiDuiDui Mansion with K Mansion with K Mansion with K Mansion with Kwanwanwanwan Door Door Door Door    
Yang Metal庚, 247.5-262.5 degrees W1 

Roaster酉(Yin Metal),262.5-277.5 degrees W2 

Yin Metal辛, 277.5-292.5 degrees W3 

Kwan (Door)             Dui                       Kin 

 

 

  

Lei                                                          Ham 

 

 

 

Shun                        Chan                        Kan 

    
    
Analysis:Analysis:Analysis:Analysis:    
The Earth is nurturing the Dui and as such the harmony among family 
members would be generated. Nevertheless female would be more than male 
in this setting. 
  
8888. . . . DuiDuiDuiDui Mansion with  Mansion with  Mansion with  Mansion with DuiDuiDuiDui Door Door Door Door    
Yang Metal庚, 247.5-262.5 degrees W1 

Roaster酉(Yin Metal),262.5-277.5 degrees W2 

Yin Metal辛, 277.5-292.5 degrees W3 

Kwan                        Dui (Door)                  Kin 

 

 

  

Lei                                                          Ham 

 

 

 

Shun                        Chan                        Kan 

    
    
Analysis:Analysis:Analysis:Analysis:    
This setting would produce more female over male but is able to accumulate 
and sustain wealth. 
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 B) Nine Palaces Diagram (From Ancient Text on Yang residential) 
The mother of Meng Zhe has shifted three times due to the fact that she wanted to have a good Feng 
Shui for her son to live and study with. Finally, she managed to search for ideal place that Meng Zhe did 
excel as a scholar. The nine palaces method is with the merit that taking the Flying Star method into 
consideration. I am not convinced flying Star Method to be used in the Yin Feng Shui but I am rather 

confident to use such method in the Yang residential. (陽宅看一片陽宅看一片陽宅看一片陽宅看一片    陰宅看一線陰宅看一線陰宅看一線陰宅看一線) 

 
Nine palaces with:Nine palaces with:Nine palaces with:Nine palaces with:    
Ham 1 (Water), Kwan 2 (Earth), Chan 3 (Wood), Shun 4 (Wood), Center 5 
(Earth), Kin 6 (Metal), Dui 7 (Metal), Kan 8 (Earth) and Lei 9 (Fire) 
 
 
1. 1. 1. 1. Dui Dui Dui Dui facing direction that locates on the Ham Palacefacing direction that locates on the Ham Palacefacing direction that locates on the Ham Palacefacing direction that locates on the Ham Palace    
Yang Metal庚, 247.5-262.5 degrees W1 

Roaster酉(Yin Metal),262.5-277.5 degrees W2 

Yin Metal辛, 277.5-292.5 degrees W3 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Analysis:Analysis:Analysis:Analysis:    
The Dui metal arrives at the water sector. Such exhaustion setting drains 
away the ‘life-force’ energy of the house. This is especially bad for younger 
daughter and middle son. 
  
2. 2. 2. 2. DuiDuiDuiDui facing direction that locates on the Kwan Palace facing direction that locates on the Kwan Palace facing direction that locates on the Kwan Palace facing direction that locates on the Kwan Palace    
Yang Metal庚, 247.5-262.5 degrees W1 

Roaster酉(Yin Metal),262.5-277.5 degrees W2 

Yin Metal辛, 277.5-292.5 degrees W3 

 

    

Shun                         Lei              Kwan (House)                 

 

 

 

Chan                      Centre                         DUI 

 

 

 

Kan                        Ham                              Kin 

Analysis:Analysis:Analysis:Analysis:    

Shun                         Lei                          Kwan 

 

 

 

Chan                      Centre                        DUI 

 

 

 

Kan                       Ham (House)                 Kin 
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This setting is a good one since the Kwan Earth is nurturing Dui Metal. With 
the Kan sector is a small town that able provide catalyst for generation of both 
fame and fortune. 
 
    3. 3. 3. 3. DuiDuiDuiDui facing direction that locates on the Chan Palace  facing direction that locates on the Chan Palace  facing direction that locates on the Chan Palace  facing direction that locates on the Chan Palace     
Yang Metal庚, 247.5-262.5 degrees W1 

Roaster酉(Yin Metal),262.5-277.5 degrees W2 

Yin Metal辛, 277.5-292.5 degrees W3 

 

 

Shun                         Lei                         Kwan  

 

 

 

Chan  (House)        Centre                        DUI 

 

 

 

Kan                        Ham                              Kin 

Analysis:Analysis:Analysis:Analysis:    
This is Wood-Metal destruction cycle that would have place burden on both 
Wood and Metal. This setting would be able to provide a good quality of life 
but not populous house. However, Kan Sector should be higher that offset the 
limitation.  
 
4. 4. 4. 4. DuiDuiDuiDui facing direction that locates on the Sh facing direction that locates on the Sh facing direction that locates on the Sh facing direction that locates on the Shuuuun Palace n Palace n Palace n Palace     
Yang Metal庚, 247.5-262.5 degrees W1 

Roaster酉(Yin Metal),262.5-277.5 degrees W2 

Yin Metal辛, 277.5-292.5 degrees W3 

 
 

Shun (House)         Lei                         Kwan  

 

 

 

Chan                      Centre                        DUI 

 

 

 

Kan                        Ham                              Kin 

Analysis:Analysis:Analysis:Analysis:    
The Dui Metal and Shun Wood are not at peace with each other that favorable 
only for female of the house. The house is not in harmony and in constant 
upheavals.  
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5. 5. 5. 5. DuiDuiDuiDui facing direction that loca facing direction that loca facing direction that loca facing direction that locates on the Center Palace tes on the Center Palace tes on the Center Palace tes on the Center Palace     
Yang Metal庚, 247.5-262.5 degrees W1 

Roaster酉(Yin Metal),262.5-277.5 degrees W2 

Yin Metal辛, 277.5-292.5 degrees W3 

 

 

Shun                         Lei                          Kwan  

 

 

 

Chan                      Centre(House)              DUI 

 

 

 

Kan                         Ham                              Kin 

Analysis:Analysis:Analysis:Analysis:    
It is a good setting for accumulating and sustaining wealth. Four corners with 
water that generates kind energies through Kan sector. Should see the 
generation of warrior in this type of setting. 
 
        
6. 6. 6. 6. DuiDuiDuiDui facing direction that locates on the Kin Palace  facing direction that locates on the Kin Palace  facing direction that locates on the Kin Palace  facing direction that locates on the Kin Palace     
Yang Metal庚, 247.5-262.5 degrees W1 

Roaster酉(Yin Metal),262.5-277.5 degrees W2 

Yin Metal辛, 277.5-292.5 degrees W3 

 

    

Shun                         Lei                         Kwan 

 

 

 

Chan                      Centre                         DUI 

 

 

 

Kan                          Ham                Kin (House) 

Analysis:Analysis:Analysis:Analysis:    
The Metal energy is too strong that on normal course would generate more 
wives to the owner.  
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7. 7. 7. 7. DuDuDuDuiiii facing direction that locates on the Dui Palace  facing direction that locates on the Dui Palace  facing direction that locates on the Dui Palace  facing direction that locates on the Dui Palace     
Yang Metal庚, 247.5-262.5 degrees W1 

Roaster酉(Yin Metal),262.5-277.5 degrees W2 

Yin Metal辛, 277.5-292.5 degrees W3 

 
 
 

Shun                         Lei                         Kwan 

 

 

 

Chan                      Centre               DUI (House) 

 

 

 

Kan                        Ham                              Kin  

Analysis:Analysis:Analysis:Analysis:    
This setting should avoid too many mountains near by that suppressed the 
site.  Should the Yin Feng Shui of the owner is with right dragon point, this site 
is highly recommended. 
 
 
 
 8.  8.  8.  8. DuiDuiDuiDui direction that locates on the Kan Palace (creation) direction that locates on the Kan Palace (creation) direction that locates on the Kan Palace (creation) direction that locates on the Kan Palace (creation)    
Yang Metal庚, 247.5-262.5 degrees W1 

Roaster酉(Yin Metal),262.5-277.5 degrees W2 

Yin Metal辛, 277.5-292.5 degrees W3 

 

 

Shun                         Lei                         Kwan  

 

 

 

Chan                      Centre                          DUI  

 

 

 

Kan (House)             Ham                            Kin  

Analysis:Analysis:Analysis:Analysis:    
Should the frontier with the Water from Kin sector pass by, then this setting is 
an auspicious one. Siblings are in harmony state that achieve common goal.  
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9. 9. 9. 9. Dui facingDui facingDui facingDui facing direction that locates on the Lei Palace  direction that locates on the Lei Palace  direction that locates on the Lei Palace  direction that locates on the Lei Palace     
Yang Metal庚, 247.5-262.5 degrees W1 

Roaster酉(Yin Metal),262.5-277.5 degrees W2 

Yin Metal辛, 277.5-292.5 degrees W3 

 
 

    

Analysis:Analysis:Analysis:Analysis:    
Lei fire is destroying the Metal energy and unfavorable for female of the house. 
Nevertheless should there be water element in the area, this site is revitalizing 
again. 
  
Note:Note:Note:Note: Again this Nine Palaces reading must take into consideration the vicinity 
topography. To determine the right direction is important and this is not too 
difficult to dictate. The incoming of water elements as well as the mountain 
surrounding the site should have a much bigger impact. 
 
Note: Again this Nine Palaces reading must take into consideration the vicinity topography. To 
determine the right direction is important and this is not too difficult to dictate. The incoming of 
water elements as well as the mountain surrounding the site should have a much bigger impact. 
 
After-words: 
The observation of topographical such as the high and low of the area, together with the 
manoeuvring the 5-elements as well the matching of Yin and Yang should be used in flexibility 
manner. Again to emphasis the right measure of the house direction is critical first step. The 
ancient traditional houses vary from different walks of life. The higher end would have many 
rooms and many people to fit in. For the poor or lower end, the house is simply enough to fit 
smaller family. That is why the success of Feng Shui is how you create more people in the 
family.  
 
To determine the right place is none other than finding the balance or equilibrium state, 
anything that is tilted towards one end is not good. Excessive, Destruction and Nurturing are 
three key words here for analysing the site Feng Shui. 
 
Example of Excessive: 
When Metal is too much, rather than creating water, it would pollute the water. 
When Water is too much, rather than nurturing wood, it would float the wood. 
When Earth is too much, rather than nurturing metal, it would bury the metal. 
When Wood is to0 much, rather than nurturing fire, it would halt the burning process. 
When Fire is too much, rather than nurturing Earth, it would burnt the earth. 

By Kerby Kuek kerbykuek@gmail.com 

Shun                         Lei (House)           Kwan  

 

 

 

Chan                      Centre                          DUI 

 

 

 

Kan                          Ham                            Kin  


